Melrose Police Department
Dispatch Log From: 04/06/2014 Thru: 04/07/2014 0000 - 0000

For Date: 04/06/2014 - Sunday

Call Number Time Call Reason Action
14-3451 0004 Area Check Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 13846] TOWN LINE INN - 733 NEWBURYPORT
Narrative: sector three area check of town line inn
Narrative: all quiet

14-3452 0014 Area Check Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 14128] MOUNT HOOD CLUBHOUSE - 100 SLAYTON
Narrative: sector three area check of mount hood
Narrative: ALL IN ORDER

14-3453 0036 COMPLAINT Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 13850] MEL POL STA - 56 WEST FOSTER ST
Narrative: TAXI DRIVER STOPPED AT MPD WITH A DK MALE IN BACK
SEAT.
Narrative: SECTOR TWO DROVE THAT PARTY TO HIS HOME ON MYSTIC

14-3454 0045 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Unit Clear
Location/Address: 105 FIRST ST @ 53 LARRABEE ST
Narrative: FIRE DEPT CALLED TO REPORT A FIRE BOX PULLED AT FIRST
AND LARRABEE ST

14-3455 0057 Area Check Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 13727] LINCOLN SCHOOL - 80 WEST WYOMING
Narrative: SECTOR TWO CHECK OF THE LINCOLN SCHOOL
Narrative: ALL IN ORDER

14-3456 0146 Area Check Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 13725] MELROSE MIDDLE SCHOOL - 350 LYNN
FELLS PKWY
Narrative: SECTOR ONE AREA CHECK OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
Narrative: ALL IN ORDER

14-3457 0149 Area Check Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 13724] ROOSEVELT SCHOOL - 253 VINTON ST
Narrative: AREA CHECK OF THE ROOSEVELT SCHOOL
Narrative: ALL QUIET

14-3458 0431 COMPLAINT Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 1294] SPINALE RESIDENCE - 44 ASHLAND ST
Narrative: CALLER FROM 44 ASHLAND ST REPORTED SOMEONE ON HER
FRONT PORCH
Narrative: SECTOR ONE REPORTED NO ONE IN THE AREA EXCEPT THE
SUNDAY NEWS PAPER DELIVERY MAN

14-3459 0707 MEDICAL EMERGENCY Unit Clear
Location/Address: 52 ROCKLAND ST
Narrative: 911 CALLER REQUESTED AN AMBULANCE TO 54 ROCKLAND ST
Narrative: party transported to Mel-Wak

14-3460 0710 COMPLAINT * Report taken
Location/Address: 1 CRICKLEWOOD LN
Narrative: CALLER REPORTED HER CAR MISSING, MASS REG. U1393
Narrative: REPORT TO FOLLOW
Refer To Incident: 14-3460-OF

14-3461 1008 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Verbal Warning
Location/Address: 163 HOWARD ST
Narrative: Sct1 off with MA PC 552YH3.
14-3462 1031 BUILDING CHECK Unit Clear
Location/Address: STONE PL
Narrative: Sct2 found gate to new construction unsecured. Sct2 checked area, all appears okay, was able to secure gate.

14-3463 1105 COMPLAINT Peace Restored
Location/Address: [MEL 11] BANK OF AMERICA - 690 MAIN ST
Narrative: report of homeless man in lobby.
Narrative: homeless man left area

14-3464 1122 BURGLARY (B & E) PAST * Report taken
Location/Address: [MEL 479] PULS RESIDENCE - 87 SWAINS POND AVE
Narrative: Report of past B&E.
Narrative: On call detective, Det. responding.
Narrative: Units clear, report to follow. Detective unit on scene.
Refer To Incident: 14-3464-OF

14-3465 1138 Parking Complaint No Action Required
Location/Address: 324 UPHAM ST
Narrative: complaint of parked car. related to church. caller referred to traffic Sgt for long term relief.

14-3466 1244 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD * Report taken
Location/Address: 83 EAST FOSTER ST
Narrative: REPORT OF PAST CAR BREAK
Refer To Incident: 14-3466-OF

14-3467 1328 FOUND/LOST PROPERTY Unit Clear
Location/Address: [MEL 14004] MARIA'S TAILORING AND ALTERATIONS - 406 MAIN ST
Narrative: Party lost wallet. No one turned it in. Owner left name and number just in case someone did so.

14-3468 1439 BURGLARY (B & E) PAST * Report taken
Location/Address: 2 ELMCREST CIR
Narrative: Report of mv being entered and Ipad stolen.
Narrative: Report to follow.
Refer To Incident: 14-3468-OF

14-3469 1448 MEDICAL EMERGENCY * Report taken
Location/Address: 48 RYDER AVE
Narrative: REQUEST FOR MEDICAL
Refer To Incident: 14-3469-OF

14-3470 1511 Well Being Check No Action Required
Location/Address: 51 WINTER EXT ST
Narrative: party requests well-being check of Daughter
Narrative: contact made, all is well.

14-3471 1518 Electrical Problem Notified Agency (Gas,Ele Vicinity of: 28 LOVELL RD
Narrative: vzn pole number. 2983 damaged by unknown source.
Narrative: Verizon notified officer standing by for safety concern

14-3472 1532 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD * Report taken
Location/Address: 68 HAWLEY RD
Narrative: report of credit card fraud
Refer To Incident: 14-3472-OF

14-3473 1629 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [MEL 13850] MEL POL STA - 56 WEST FOSTER ST
Narrative: mv stop
14-3474 1746 ASSIST CITIZEN * Report taken
Location/Address: 6 WEST EMERSON ST
Narrative: mother concerned about text messages daughters has received from classmates
Refer To Incident: 14-3474-OF

14-3475 1807 MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT * Report taken
Location/Address: [MEL 13724] ROOSEVELT SCHOOL - 253 VINTON ST
Narrative: report car struck fire hydrant

14-3476 1920 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD * Report taken
Location/Address: 324 LYNN FELLS PKWY
Refer To Incident: 14-3476-OF

14-3477 1929 911 UNKNOWN No Action Required
Location/Address: 10 GROVELAND RD
Narrative: 911 unknown possibly kids in background
Narrative: accidental by child